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The first Tag Conference took place last fall in Berlin. In an unprecedented event, 
scholars and specialists from all over the world gathered to explore name writing, or 
tagging – undoubtedly the most widely practiced form of public art. The conference was 
an all-round success in terms of the number of applications, quality of contributions and 
attendance. See the full program here. A proceedings volume will be published this 
year by Possible Books.

The Tag Conference showed there is a growing body of research being produced around 
name writing, but its two days of lectures barely scratched the surface of this largely 
underexplored field. This is why we are happy to announce the second Tag Conference for 
this winter in Amsterdam, a new opportunity to conceptually frame contemporary tagging and 
to study it alongside its abundant historical antecedents.

The conference once again provides space for the discussion of a wide range of topics, such 
as the study of tagging as a form of calligraphy, tagging’s role as a device for understanding 
the environment, the history and folklore of past and present tagging cultures, and the 
relation of tagging with other forms of graphic communication in public space.

On the days directly after the conference, and also in Amsterdam, the same team behind 
Tag welcomes you to the Unlock Book Fair, the fair for graffiti and street art publications. 
See more information about Unlock at the end of this call for papers.

***

Informal name writing in public spaces is a time-honoured practice, probably as old as 
writing itself. From children and anonymous labourers to famous authors, politicians or 
archaeologists, people of all kinds have felt the urge to mark their existence in a 
particular place and time by leaving a personal trace for other people to see. 

http://thetagconference.com
http://www.jfki.fu-berlin.de/graduateschool/events/other/tag/index.html
http://possible-books.com
http://unlockfair.com/


This practice has played a particularly visible role in different points in history, such 
as Ancient Rome and Romantic Europe. It has served as a cartographic tool and as 
a way to keep track of people in unexplored landscapes. It has been used as a 
symbolic weapon in wars. And, in the last century, it has acquired unprecedented 
intensity and has become the central feature of several full-fledged folk cultures 
throughout the globe. 

The most sophisticated of these cultures is the graffiti tradition that developed in the 
subways of New York City during the 1970s and has later become an expected part of 
the landscape of most cities worldwide. By influence of this tradition, name writing is 
today generally referred to with the slang term “tagging”.

The Tag Conference aims to foster the discussion about tagging of all eras, about its 
nature, its meaning and its history, and about the diverse tagging traditions and 
cultures that exist and have existed. The conference is open to anthropologists, art 
historians, archaeologists, philosophers, geographers, urbanists, calligraphers, artists 
and other intellectuals with an interest in the field.

***

The Tag Conference welcomes presentations about a range of topics including, but not 
limited to, the following:

• Modern tagging cultures: Theoretical, aesthetic, historical or anthropological enquiries 
into tagging cultures, such as the following: The New York tagging culture and its 
reinterpretations throughout the world. The pixação and xarpi cultures of Brazil. The 
flechero culture of Madrid. The ganchos culture of Monterrey. The trepes culture of 
Tijuana. The punk-originated tagging culture of Amsterdam. North America’s boxcar art. 
The placasos culture of LA street gangs.

• Tagging as a calligraphic practice: The writing tools, materials and surfaces and the 
graphic references of different tagging cultures. How these elements give shape to 
each culture’s calligraphic styles. The design and building of customised and DIY 
writing tools and materials as a way to solve calligraphic problems related to surface, 
reach and permanence.

• Tagging as a spatial and time-based practice: The series of tags as a network spread 
through space and time. The relation of tagging and architecture. Tagging as a way for 
the individual to relate to the built environment. Tagging as a tool for control of the 
territory for street gangs.



• Tagging as cartographic tool and as a way to keep track of people across large 
expanses of territory: Daniel Boone and the tagging of North American pioneers. El 
Morro, Signature Rock and other traditional tagging sites in the North American colonial 
routes. Shepherds, early hobos, hitchhikers. Other related cases.

• Tagging as a rite of passage: The tagging tradition of the Spanish quintos. The vítores 
tradition of graduates in Spanish universities in the XIX century and before. Other 
related traditions.

• Tagging as a marking of a sustained relation to a place: Tagging in military bases and 
places of stationing. Tagging in prisons. Tagging in the workplace.

• Tagging as symbolic weapon in wars: Notorious cases such as the tomb of Tutankhamun 
or the Reichstag in Berlin. The case of “Kilroy was here”. Other related cases.

• The relation of tagging with other forms of public graphic identity: Tagging as a reflection 
of advertising and of other forms of official name-writing in public space. Baudrillard’s 
reading of tagging as semiological warfare. Tagging with images, from street art “bombing” 
(stencils, stickers, paste-ups) to the paint patches of “graffiti vigilantes”.

• Tagging in history: Tagging in the Classical era. Renaissance-era tagging on Roman 
archaeological findings. Tagging as a part of Romantic tourism. Other cases.

• Name writing personalities: Joseph Kyselak, Restif de la Bretonne, Arthur Stace 
“Eternity”, Tsang Tsou Choi, Peter-Ernst Eiffe, Profeta Gentileza, Pray, Al Jolson, Zhang 
Dali, Toniolo, Melina Riccio, Oz, @rtist and related personalities.

• Slogan-based tagging of 1970s Brazil: “Celacanto provoca maremoto”, “Gônha mó 
brêu”, “Hendrix Mandrake Mandrix” and related cases.

• Representations of tagging: Tags as displayed in movies, record covers, comics, 
literature and popular culture in general, particularly before the 1970s.



Tag Conference 2017 recap:

In the first Tag Conference (16-17 September 2017) we learned of the various styles 
and praxes of tags in different cities. We observed how tags convey political messages, 
art and poetry, and heard the individual stories of human life left behind in tags. We 
saw how tags are used by soldiers and by pre-adolescents, and how modern tagging 
travelled from New York to other cities. We learned of the tags found on the pyramids in 
Egypt. We examined tourist tags mixed with military tags preserved in stone on 
unmolested islands. We observed the tags left behind by students in classrooms and 
we learned how tags are used as markers of space and how they sometimes 
incorporate a definite ideology.

We explored cases of tags conserved and restored, and we went into tunnels in 
London to find decades-old tags. We saw Martha Cooper’s photographs of early New 
York tags and we came to understand that there is something deeply personal in 
tagging for the writers. We discussed the framing of contemporary tagging in the 
earliest known article about it. We had a lively discussion about tags as ornament in 
the built environment. We learned about calligraphy and signatures in Chinese natural 
settings and we discovered a prolific 18th Century Austro-Hungarian tagger. 

We studied the styles of tags left in Pompeii and the overlap between tagging and Arabic 
calligraphy. We learned about the links between tagging and branding and about anti-
graffiti crusaders in different cities, we thought about the ephemerality of tagging by 
looking at skywriting and we were taught a new way to capture the tags scratched on 
windows. We learned how a tag went from being a symbol of insurrection to one of 
oppression. And, when our two-day journey was about to end, we were treated to a 
gorgeous interpretive dance created with the tag in mind. 



Abstract submissions:

The deadline for submission of abstracts is 16 September 2018.

Send abstracts to thetagconference@gmail.com.

Abstracts must be under 1500 characters long and include 3 to 6 keywords. Abstracts 
must be written in English, and presentations delivered in English. Presentations 
should be no longer than 20 minutes.

The list of accepted abstracts will be communicated in early October 2018.

Participation in the conference is free. The organisation cannot cover any expenses for 
presenters.

The Tag Conference welcomes the participation of non-scholars, and will consider 
any alternative presentational format such as panel debates, artist discussions, 
photography or video.

All lectures are free and open to the public.

Venues:

Thursday 6th December: IJ Zaal at Pakhuis de Zwijger. 
Friday 7th December: Aula at Broedplaats LELY.

Executive Committee:

PhD Javier Abarca, independent researcher, Spain
PhD Orestis Pangalos, independent researcher, Greece

Producers:

Jasper van Es, Netherlands
Robin Vermeulen, Netherlands

Director:

Javier Abarca  

http://www.apple.com
https://dezwijger.nl/over-ons/about-us/
https://www.urbanresort.nl/aula/


UNLOCK BOOK FAIR

The same team behind Tag brings you the Unlock Book Fair, the international 
publishing fair for graffiti and street art. After a string of successful events in the past 
two years in Barcelona, Lisbon, Berlin, Moscow, London, Tartu and Besançon – and 
more coming up in 2018 in Kassel, Herne, Wien and Málaga – Unlock has become 
the official meeting space for the burgeoning independent publishing scene, and the 
place to showcase the most cutting-edge publishing projects in the field.

The main 2018 Unlock Book Fair will be held in Amsterdam on December 8-9, the 
dates directly after the Tag Conference, at the ample and light-filled space of 
Broedplaats LELY’s Aula – the same venue where the second day of the Tag 
Conference will take place. In addition to the stalls of specialised publishers from all 
over Europe and beyond, Unlock offers a complete program of events featuring book 
launches, talks, readings, screenings and live performances. The year’s topic is “punk 
and graffiti”. Entrance is free.

unlockfair.com

Unlock BOOK FAIR.
«Punk and graffiti»
Amsterdam, 8‒9 December 2018

Unlock.

http://unlockfair.com/
http://unlockfair.com

